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The effect of polymer chain length on the thermodynamics of
acrylate/cyanobiphenyl mixtures

N. CRAWFORD and M. D. DADMUN*

Dept. of Chemistry, 323 Buehler Hall, University of Tennessee-Knoxville, TN 37996-1600, USA

(Received 14 June 2005; accepted 19 September 2005 )

The effect of polymer molecular mass on the phase behaviour and solubility limits of
polymer/liquid crystal mixtures is studied for blends of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
and the small-molecule liquid crystal, 49-octyl-4-biphenylcarbonitrile (8CB). The phase
diagrams from optical microscopy show a limit to the effect of increasing polymer molecular
mass. The Flory–Huggins theory (FH) for polymer solutions is used to extract the interaction
parameter, x, from the phase diagrams. The initial FH fits are performed with the assumption
that x is independent of polymer molecular mass, but result in poor correlation to the
microscopy data. When x is allowed to scale with Mw, however, the FH fits are consistent
with the limiting molecular mass behaviour. This result represents, to our knowledge, the first
time that this scaling behaviour has been observed in polymer/liquid crystal blends. The
solubility limit, b, of 8CB in PMMA for each polymer molecular mass is also determined and,
when compared with the results of previous studies, support the concept that b is independent
of both polymer composition and molecular masses when the polymer molecular mass
exceeds ca. 56105 g mol21.

1. Introduction

As telecommunication and computing have advanced,

the need for new optically active materials remains an

important concern, especially for options that minimize

power consumption and weight. Fortunately, liquid

crystals (LCs) offer a successful option to this need. The

liquid crystal display (LCD), for example, has become

ubiquitous in the manufacture of such mobile devices as

personal digital assistants, notebook computers, and

flat-panel televisions [1]. Indeed the use of LCs in

displays is projected to become a $7 billion dollar

industry by 2005 [2].

The use of LCs, however, is not limited to displays. In

recent decades, one class of LC/polymer composites

that has shown significant promise in expanding the role

of these small molecules to include variable light valves,

privacy windows, or even laser resonators, comprises

polymer dispersed liquid crystals (PDLCs) [3–8]. These

composites consist of LC droplets dispersed throughout

a polymer matrix [3, 4]. The polymer acts as a flexible,

mechanically strong, optically isotropic structural med-

ium while the birefringent LC provides optical activity

[3–5]. Additionally, the polymer matrix provides a

means easily to coat the PDLC as a film onto a

conducting substrate for the manufacture of electro-

optical devices.

In recent years, polymer dispersed liquid crystals have

experienced increased demand in the construction of
new electro-optical devices. The mechanical strength of

the flexible polymer allows PDLCs to be formed into a

wide variety of droplet configurations, ranging from the

ordered arrays found in holographic diffraction gratings

to the random dispersions needed for privacy windows

[1–5]. Two critical factors in PDLC performance are the

equilibrium morphology of the droplets in the polymer

matrix and the amount of residual LC in the polymer
matrix, which depend intimately on the phase behaviour

and phase separation process of the LC/polymer

mixture.

Several theoretical and experimental approaches have

emerged from previous research on the phase behavior

of PDLCs. Early reports, such as those by Ballauf, and

Dorgan and Soane [9, 10] successfully capture the

essential features of the upper critical solution tempera-
ture (UCST) behaviour of PDLCs through the applica-

tion of the mean-field thermodynamic theories of Flory,

Ronca, and Maier and Saupe to optical microscopy

results. Within the same time period the mean-field

paradigm was also shown to be useful in the develop-

ment of calorimetric methods for determining solubility

limits of the LC in the matrix. Later studies by Ahn,

Kyu, Benmouna, and others established the utility of*Corresponding author. Email: dad@utk.edu
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optical microscopy, as well as cloud point methods, for

the determination of phase behaviour for several

different LCs in a variety of matrices [11–14]. From

the latter studies, further refinements to the mean-field

descriptions resulted in the integration of the Flory–

Huggins theory for polymer solutions with the Maier–

Saupe–McMillan descriptions of smectic and nematic

LCs, an approach that has proved to be quite practical

in describing the phase behaviour regardless of LC

mesophase.

The polymer molecular mass is a critical parameter

that defines the phase separation process and equili-

brium phase behaviour of a polymer/LC mixure.

However, studies focusing on this subject remain limited

in number [8, 12, 13]. Recent work by Gogibus et al.

observed changes in the phase behaviour of poly(silox-

ane) blends where increases in polymer molecular mass

from 26 000 to 60 000 g mol21 enlarge the immiscibility

region of the phase diagram as well as the Flory–

Huggins interaction parameter, x [15]. A more complete

study on the effect of molecular mass on polymer/LC

phase behaviour is presented by Benmouna et al. on

linear poly(styrene)/8CB blends with polymer molecular

mass ranging from 4 000 to 200 000 g mol21 [11]. The

determination of phase diagrams by optical microscopy

show dramatic decreases in LC solubility as the

poly(styrene) (PS) size increased. Calorimetry was also

which was used in these studies to measure the change

in the enthalpy of the 8CB liquid crystal phase

transitions, used to determine the solubility limits for

the LC in these mixtures. The solubility limits in this

study indicate a ‘plateau’ with increased PS molecular

mass, rather than an expected continual decrease.

Moreover, when combined with similar data using

poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) as the matrix [13]

it appears that the plateau in the solubility limits may

be independent of polymer structure.

There still remain significant questions regarding the

importance of the polymer molecular mass on the phase

behaviour and thermodynamics of polymer/LC blends.

Although previous authors have studied the effect of

polymer molecular mass on the thermodynamics of

LC blends, the range of polymer molecular masses in

these studies has been limited to a maximum of

26105 g mol21. Since the phase behaviour can still be

dramatically altered by doubling or tripling polymer

molecular mass beyond 100 000 g mol21 [16], further

studies of polymer/LC blends that include molecular

masses above 200 000 g mol21 are needed. Another issue

that is important in understanding the thermodynamics

of polymer/LC mixtures is the arbitrary choices regard-

ing the functional form of the Flory–Huggins interac-

tion parameter, x, that is extracted from experimental

data. Previously, most analyses define the temperature

dependence of x to be x5A+B/T and allow A and B to

vary to fit data. Clearly A and B have physical origins

and their variation in fitting may complicate the

interpretation of the thermodynamic analysis and the

identification of the important physical parameters that

influence the miscibility of polymer/liquid crystal

mistures. Finally, the molecular mass dependence of

the solubility limits has been proposed to be indepen-

dent of polymer structure as well as to hold for

molecular masses beyond 200 000 g mol21 [11]. The

confirmation of this behaviour in polymer matrices

with comparable molecular mass ranges but different

structure will provide useful evidence to predict the

solubility limits for untested polymer matrices.

The work presented in this paper seeks to address

these issues by determining the phase behaviour of the

polymer/LC mixture, poly(methyl methacrylate) and 49-

octyl-4-biphenylcarbonitrile. Optical microscopy is used

to determine the equilibrium phase diagrams of the LC

49-octyl-4-biphenylcarbonitrile, 8CB, blended with lin-

ear poly(methyl methacrylate), PMMA. The weight

average polymer molecular mass ranges from 23 000 to

600 000 g mol21. The microscopy data is analysed using

Flory–Huggins theory, where the interaction parameter,

x, of each polymer with the 8CB is extracted, which

quantifies the miscibility of the LC in each polymer.

Finally, the solubility limits are determined from

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements

for the polymer/LC blends studied to compare with

previous results.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

All samples examined by microscopy and DSC com-

prised poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and the

small molecule liquid crystal 49-octyl-4-biphenylcarbo-

nitrile (8CB). 8CB and PMMA with higher molecular

masses were purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. and

used as received. The lower molecular mass PMMA

samples (Mn<23 000 and 54 000) were synthesized via

atom transfer radical polymerization, ATRP, in the

bulk using phenoxy benzene-4,49-disulphonyl chloride

as the initiator and Cu(I) chloride complexed with 2,29-

bipyridine as the catalyst [17]. A list of the molecular

mass characteristics of the PMMA samples is given in

table 1. The blends were made by dissolving the desired

weights of 8CB and PMMA in dichloromethane to give

a 50% by mass solution, followed by casting onto a

Teflon sheet. After drying for 24 h at 60uC under

vacuum, slices from the films were used to make the

microscopy and DSC samples.
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2.2. Phase diagrams

Determination of the equilibrium phase diagrams was

accomplished by optical microscopy with an Olympus

BH-2 microscope. The microscope is equipped with a

cross-polarizer for the LC transitions as well as phase-

contrast optics to detect the isotropic mixing transi-

tions. The samples cut from the films were mounted on

clean glass slides with a Kapton spacer (,25 mm)

covered by a glass cover slip. A Mettler FP82HT

heating stage with a Mettler FP90 Central Processor

controlled the temperature of the sample at a rate of

1uC min21.

In order to apply Flory–Huggins theory to the

microscopy results, the technique employed in this

work originates from Benmouna et al. and their work

with PS/8CB blends [11]. The total free energy, f in

equation (1), of the polymer/LC blend consists of two

contributions, given as fi and fa. The first, fi, defines the

isotropic component due to the mixing,

f ~fizfa ð1Þ

and the second, fa, describes contributions from the

anisotropic behaviour of the LC when below the

nematic–isotropic or nematic–smectic transition tem-

peratures. Isotropic mixing of the LC with the polymer,

fi, is given by the Flory–Huggins theory, FH, for

polymer solutions while the anisotropic free energy

contributions from the coexistence of the polymer with

LC in either the nematic or smectic phases, fa, comes

from Maier–Saupe–McMillan theory. It should be

noted that the microscopy results presented here are

primarily concerned with the mixing of the LC and

polymer above the N–I transition. Therefore, our

calculations need not include the calculation of fa from

Maier–Saupe–McMillan theory.

The isotropic free energy density for the LC/polymer

blends comes from FH, equation (2) where kB is the

Boltzmann constant, and x is the FH interaction

parameter. The first two terms in equation (2) represent

the entropy of mixing while the final term yields the

enthalpy of mixing.

f =kBT~w1=N1 ln w1zw2=N2 ln w2zxw1w2: ð2Þ

In FH theory the coexistence curve is determined from

the first derivative of the free energy, which corresponds

to the chemical potential, given in equation (3).

Lf =Lw1~ ln w1z1ð Þ=N1{ ln w2z1ð Þ=N2zx w1zw2ð Þ: ð3Þ

However, before Flory–Huggins can be used to

calculate coexistence curves from the microscopy

results, two parameters, the effective segment length

of the PMMA and the interaction parameter, must be

determined from the experimental data.

Determining the effective segment lengths, N1 and N2,

for both the LC and the polymer is accomplished in the

following manner [11, 18]. Since the LC defines the

volume of the lattice sites, the segment length of the LC,

N1, is given a value of 1. The segment length of the

polymer, N2, can be found by first obtaining a good fit

to a single set of microscopy data, in this case the

90k g mol21 PMMA. The fraction wmax, of the LC that

corresponds to maximum temperature of the phase

diagram, is taken as the critical LC fraction, wcritical,

such that wmax<wcritical. The determination of the size of

the statistical segment of the PMMA, N2 is accom-

plished by using the relationship wcritical5N2
1/2/(N2

1/

2+N1
1/2) from Flory–Huggins theory. The value for N2 is

then used to determine the polymer segment size by

dividing the molecular mass of the polymer by N2. The

polymer segment size is found to be approximately

10 000 g mol21, a size that is of the order found in

previous studies of PMMA/LC mixtures [10].

The Flory–Huggins interaction parameter, x, can be

determined for each LC/polymer mixture, i.e. as a

function of molecular mass from the microscopy data.

The determination of x utilizes the relationship in

equation (4).

x~AzB=T : ð4Þ

Here A and B are adjustable parameters while T is the

absolute temperature. In polymer/LC blends the phase

behaviour typically exhibits an upper critical solution

temperature, UCST, where A,0, B.0 [19–21]. To

determine the parameters A and B for a given polymer/

LC pair, the critical x, xc is calculated from equation (5),

using N1 and N2 calculated from the experimental phase

diagram.

xc~ N
{1=2
1 zN

{1=2
2

� �2
�

2: ð5Þ

Since PMMA, like polystyrene, is a linear polymer, A is

initially set equal to 24.5, as was done in a previous

Table 1. List of polymers used in this study, included are the
weight (Mw) and number (Mn) average molecular masses, also
the polydispersity indices (PDIs).

Source Mw Mn PDI

ATRP 32200 23200 1.39
67200 54200 1.24

Aldrich 92700 62000 1.5
335400 230200 1.46
614900 258500 2.38
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study by Benmouna et al. for polystyrene/LC blends

[11]. B is then calculated using equation (4) and xc as

well as temperature, T, from microscopy results for the

90k samples.

The coexistence curves are then generated from this

data. Initially, x is assumed to be independent of

molecular mass, thus x, A and B are held constant for

all PMMA/LC mixtures, and the coexistence curve of

each PMMA/LC mixture is calculated from FH theory.

As this method did not accurately describe the

experimental data, x is also allowed to vary with

polymer molecular mass. In this procedure, the para-

meters in equation (4) are determined by determining xc

from equation (5) for each PMMA molecular mass and

the corresponding critical temperature, Tc, from each

experimentally determined phase diagram. x, as

described in equation (4), is considered to possess both

enthalpic and entropic contributions rather than be a

purely enthalpic parameter [20, 22–27]. The B para-

meter is attributed to the enthalpic contributions of this

fitting parameter arising from the exchange energy from

inter-/intra-molecular contacts [22]. The entropic term,

A, accounts for all other sources of non-combinatorial

entropy such as the change in molecular packing that

must occur before solution components mix [22]. Since

the chemical composition of the matrix remains the

same throughout our experiments the exchange energies

between 8CB and the PMMA segments should remain

the same, hence B is held constant in our calculations. A

is allowed to vary, because changing the PMMA

molecular mass alters the number of polymer segments;

this in turn may alter such factors as the packing of the

PMMA and LCs, which would alter the way the solu-

tion components pack, altering the non-combinatorial

entropy contribution to the mixing. Thus, in accounting

for the molecular mass dependence of x, the value of A

is allowed to vary with molecular mass. This analysis

allows a more thorough interpretation of the important

parameters that influence the thermodynamics of

polymer/LC mixtures.

2.3. Solubility limits

In the original works by Smith and co-workers, DSC

studies of PDLCs found that complete separation of the

LC from the polymer matrix never occurs [28–30].

Rather, a percentage of the LC remains trapped within

the polymer matrix and acts like a plasticizer. The

consequence of the trapped LC is a reduction in the

amount of phase-separated LC, a condition that not

only affects the potential cost of the PDLC but also

the final morphology of the LC droplets. As a result,

the determination of the amount of LC that remains

miscible in the polymer-rich matrix becomes a

fundamentally important parameter to the construction

and operation of PDLCs.

Smith et al. showed that the enthalpy of the nematic–

isotropic (N–I) transition, DHN-I (per unit mass), for the

PDLC decreases linearly with LC content. Since only

the phase-separated LC within the matrix contributes to

DHN-I, the mass of phase separated LC in the droplets

can be determined from an experimentally determined

DHN-I. The ratio, P, of the mass of the LC in the

droplets to the mass of the total PDLC, can thus be

determined as a function of total PDLC composition. If

the PDLC were completely phase separated, a plot of P

vs. PDLC composition should be a straight line that

intersects the x-axis at zero. However, if there remains

LC distributed throughout the polymer-rich matrix, this

plot will intercept the x-axis at a positive non-zero value

that is equal to the amount of LC that remains miscible

with the polymer matrix. This value is know as the

solubility limit of the LC in the polymer and is denoted

by the variable b.

b was determined for all blends studied in this project

by DSC using a Mettler-Toledo 821e instrument.

Samples from the same films that are used in the

microscopy experiments were produed by placing 4–

10 mg of the blend into 40 ml aluminum DSC pans. The

samples were heated from 25 to 70uC at 1uC min21

repeatedly. Data was collected and analysed only after

consecutive runs yielded identical curves. DHN-I of the

LC present in the mixture was obtained for all samples

by integrating the N–I transition in the DSC thermo-

gram and normalizing to the total sample mass. The

normalized DHN-I was plotted versus the weight

fraction of 8CB in the sample, and the extrapolation

of the normalized DHN-I to zero determined the

solubility limit, b, of 8CB.

3. Results

A typical example of the experimentally determined

phase diagrams for the PMMA/8CB blends is shown in

figure 1 for PMMA with a molecular mass of 92 000.

The smectic–nematic as well as the nematic–isotropic

transitions for 8CB appear at approximately 32uC and

41uC, respectively, for all blends in this study. The

isotropic mixing transition is shown by the upper set of

data points in each graph. Comparison of the isotropic

mixing data for all PMMA molecular masses studied

can be found in figure 2. A steady increase in the mixing

temperatures is observed with increasing molecular

mass for 32k to 90k, however, between 90k and 600k

the change in mixing temperatures becomes minimal.

Flory–Huggins theory is fitted to the microscopy data

as described in the experimental section, and these fits

are shown in figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows the result
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if x is held constant for all molecular masses, while

figure 4 displays the fits when x is allowed to vary with

polymer chain length. The xc values used to create the

theoretical coexistence curves are presented in table 2.

Note the lack of agreement between the data and the

theoretical coexistence curves in figure 3 for all mole-

cular masses other than 90 000. Clearly a x that is

independent of molecular mass does not accurately

describe this system. Figure 4, however, presents the fits

to FH theory, where x is allowed to vary with molecular

weight [21, 31, 32]. The rationale for adopting the

molecular mass dependence of x in the fits is guided by

the fact that there is experimental evidence of a

molecular mass dependence of x [21, 31]. Moreover,

by fitting the phase behaviour data of each blend to FH

and extracting values of x, the effect of polymer

Figure 1. Typical phase diagrams for PMMA/8CB blends, PMMA Mw592 700 g mol21; (X) smectic to nematic transition,
(&) nematic to isotropic transition, (m) isotropic mixing transition.

Figure 2. Microscopy data for isotropic mixing of PMMA with 8CB for all PMMA weight average molecular masses; (X) 32 200,
(N) 67 200, (e) 92 700, (&) 335 000, (n) 614 500 g mol21.
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molecular mass on the phase behaviour can be

quantified. This quantification is shown in figure 5,

which is a log–log plot of x vs. molecular mass at 60uC.

The overall trend in the scaling of x in figure 5 indicates

that x,Mw
20.1 in this system. Moreover, when x is

allowed to depend on the molecular weight, the FH

theory fits the experimental data very well for all

PMMA molecular masses.

The solubility limits of 8CB in the polymers studied

were determined by DSC and are presented in figures 6

Figure 3. Initial fits of microscopy data for the isotropic mixing transition to FH; x has no molecular mass dependence; (X)
32 200, (N) 67 200, (e) 92 700, (&) 335 000, (n) 614 500 g mol21.

Figure 4. Fits of microscopy data for the isotropic mixing transitions to FH, where x scales with Mw; (X) 32 200, (N) 67 200, (e)
92 700, (&) 335 000, (n) 614 500 g mol21.

Table 2. Values for the polymer segment lengths, N2, critical
fraction, wc, and the critical interaction parameter, xc,
extracted from the microscopy data; effective segment size
for N2 determination c. 10 000 g mol21.

Molecular mass N2 wc xc

32200 3 0.634 1.24
67200 6 0.71 0.992
92700 8 0.749 0.889
335400 33 0.852 0.689
614900 61 0.886 0.636
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and 7. Figure 6 shows typical data quantifying the
solubility limit, b, for the blends; this figure displays the
data for the blend containing PMMA with 90 000
molecular mass. The x-intercept at DHN-I50 of these
plots provides the solubility limit for 8CB in the PMMA
matrix. The data in figure 7 present the molecular mass
dependence of b for this study and previous work [11].
This plot indicates that b decreases with increasing
molecular mass up to ca. 100 000 and then plateaus to
an LC fraction around 0.4 for higher molecular mass
polymers.

4. Discussion

The data show that as the chain length of a polymer

increases, the miscibility of the polymer with a liquid

crystal decreases. However, when the molecular mass of

poly(methyl methacrylate) becomes larger than

,100 000, which corresponds to a degree of polymer-

ization of about 1 000, a further increase does not

significantly change the miscibility curve. This result is

the first time such a limit has been observed experi-

mentally for polymer/LC systems.

Figure 5. Comparison of the scaling of extracted x values at 60uC to mean-field prediction of ,Mw
20.5.

Figure 6. Typical DSC results for DHN-I used to extrapolate w, PMMA Mw592 700 g mol21; x-intercept yields b, the solubility limit.
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The extraction of x from the microscopy data

provides a method to quantify this limiting molecular

mass behaviour observed in the phase diagrams. x can

be expected to scale with molecular mass, which

originates from corrections to FH theory [19, 20, 31–

34]. These corrections predict that x,Mw
20.5. However,

from figure 7, the experimental data show scaling of

x,Mw
20.1. One possible explanation for this depen-

dence is provided by theories that account for the

volumetric differences of the LC molecules relative to

the polymer segments [25]. The basic framework of the

FH model assumes that each lattice site is represented

by a uniform volume within the solution, no matter if

the site is occupied by polymer segment or LC molecule.

For this assumption to hold in our blends, both the

PMMA segments and the 8CB molecules would have to

occupy similar volumes. However, given the rigidity of

the 8CB molecule as compared with the more flexible

PMMA segments, such a condition is unlikely. An

explanation of the observed scaling behaviour must

include a description that retains the essential features

of the FH approach but accounts for the deviations

arising from structural asymmetry.

Recent studies by Dudowicz et al. explore the effect

of molecular structure on the scaling behaviour of such

FH parameters as critical temperature, Tc, and volume

fraction, wc, by a simplified lattice cluster theory, or

SLCT [27]. The ‘simplification’ in this case is performed

by taking the regular lattice cluster theory, a description

that corrects the FH free energy of mixing for changes

caused by different molecular structures, and imposing

high pressure conditions that remove compressibility

contributions. In this way the authors are able to isolate

the entropic changes arising from the intermolecular

packing, as well as make comparisons of the scaling

behaviour from their SLCT calculations to the FH

predictions.

In this model, Tc,N, and wc follows the same

relationship stated in the experimental section of this

paper. However, the authors find that, in changing the

basic molecular shapes, wc shows a weak dependence on

N, but Tc shows several highly complex molecular mass

dependences that deviate dramatically from the FH

prediction. Since the x values extracted from micro-

scopy are derived from the critical temperature, shape

issues affecting the molecular mass dependence of Tc

can lead to deviations in the scaling of x with Mw.

The molecular mass dependence of the solubility

limit, b, for PMMA/8CB blends appears to mesh very

well with previous results. Experimental results given in

figures 6 and 7 represent, to our knowledge, the first

such study performed on PMMA/8CB blends. From the

data obtained by DSC, b decreases with increasing

PMMA molecular mass to 0.40, and levels off at high

polymer molecular mass. In previous work by

Benmouna on PS/8CB blends the presence of this

plateau is attributed to the formation of a strongly

entangled physical network [11]. By extending the data
to masses beyond 100k the comparison of our data to
the universal curve supports the limiting molecular mass

Figure 7. Comparison of solubility limits; (X) from Benmouna et al. for PS/8CB blends, (&) solubility limits from this study.
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hypothesis. Additionally, the similarity between b
values of PS/8CB blends and our PMMA/8CB blends
lends further support to the independence of solubility
limits from polymer composition.

5. Conclusions

The UCST of a blend of poly(methyl methacrylate) and

8CB increases significantly with polymer chain length if

the degree of polymerization of the polymer is less than
ca. 1 000. Above a DP of 1 000, the UCST barely

increases with polymer chain length. This limiting

molecular mass dependence is captured quantitatively

by allowing the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, x,

to scale with polymer molecular mass to the 20.1

power. This power law dependence can be explained in

terms of the structural differences between the PMMA

segments and 8CB molecules. This power law depen-
dence and limiting molecular mass behaviour has not

been previously presented in the literature for linear

acrylate matrices and, represent an important contribu-

tion to the understanding of the impact of polymer

molecular mass on the phase behaviour of PDLCs.

The solubility limits, b, of the PMMA/8CB blends

are presented. As PMMA molecular mass increases,

b reaches a plateau of 40 wt % 8CB, an indication
the polymer-rich phases are saturated with LC.

Comparison of the results with Benmouna’s data

strengthens the argument that the solubility limit of

an LC in a polymer matrix plateaus for high molecular

masses as well as for the universality of this behavior of

LC and coiled polymer mixtures.
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